
The Legend Begins

The Hip Hop Legend of Grand Master Hiram, the Master  Beat  Builder  of King The 
Rhyme Architect’s  Temple Album is an allegory based around historic facts containing 
hidden meanings  contained  beneath  the  obvious  ones.  The allegory  of  Grand Master 
Hiram is  of  a  double  nature  and is  the  most  sought  after  hip hop knowledge in  the 
present. The “niggas in paris” of France claim this allegory to symbolize the execution of 
“The Throne” on December 21st 2012 to bring justification of their desires to ensure “no 
church in the wild.” Thug life Revolutionaries of the 21st century use this allegory to 
support  their  claims  of  sufferings  under  rule  of  foreign  overlords  in  efforts  to  gain 
justification for the aggressive use of “riding on their enemies. The KRS mystic ones of  
the temple of hip hop discovered that a hidden meaning of this boogie down allegory had 
something  to  do  with  the  “fall  of  the  spirit  into  matter.”  While  modern  writers  of 
Maybach Masonry insist  that  it  refers to the legal  usurpation of dope house and trap 
rulership  ranging  from  the  assassination  of  an  obscure  Afrikan-Amerikkkan  record 
executive of the Bambaataa clan. While other events surrounding this event appear in 
dozens of higher hip hop degrees, especially in the ancient and accepted BLACK rite, 
most modernly visible through the Islamic (Five Percenters, The Nation of Islam,) and 
Hebrew Israelite (The Nation of Yahweh and The Twelve Tribes of Israel) presence and 
influence  in  Hip  Hop.  However,  before  examining  the  true  nature  of  the  original 
knowledge, wisdom and understating contained within this  Hip Hop allegory,  it  is  of 
great importance to first know how it has been used and is in modern use as a device by 
the super elite Hip Hop Crews, Camps and Families to assert grounds for legal usurpation 
of  natural  Hip  Hop  resources,  establishment  of  de  facto  Hip  Hop  states  and  true 
Sovereign Music Movements. Yes, MonTreaL has suffered a heavy blow to it’s true Hip 
Hop heads while rapping ruffians seem to have hid the true body of MonTreaL Hip Hop 
in a heap of rubbish until midnight, then carried it else where and buried it. The Legend 
of  the  Hiram  Key  involves  the  search  for  MonTreaL’s  true  Hip  Hop  body  and  its 
recovery while simultaneously gathering the true masters of the art form. This is a call for 
all The Master Beat Builders and Rhyme Architects to stand perpendicular to the square 
within the circle of the eternal reflection of our united building of this universal temple 
(industry) of MonTreaL Hip Hop. 

The Legend begins...


